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Blood Product Delivery

Blood Product transfusion

Tracability
Adverse Effects Notification
Transfusion Investigations
A POSTERIORI DYSFUNCTIONS ANALYSIS

• ALARM method
• dysfunctions identification
• Morbi Mortality reviews

A PRIORI RISKS APPROACH

• mandatory hospital certification (8j criteria)
• to allow innovative quality tools (check-list, audit, ...)
New Orientations In Haemovigilance

BLOOD PRODUCTS PRESCRIPTIONS RELEVANCE
• High Health Authority recommendations
• the setting up of medical procedure
• the carrying out of audits

IDENTITYVIGILANCE
• necessary for health care pathway
• close collaboration with the Identityvigilance unit
• in France 6% family names are born by 50% of the people
New Orientations in Haemovigilance

REWRITING OF TRANSFUSION ACT TEXTS

PROFESSIONNALS TRAINING
• e-learning, quizz
• transfusion simulation

BLOOD DONORS HAEMOVIGILANCE
• a priori risks’ study of blood product manufacturing process
• emerging risks
CONCLUSIONS

COLLABORATION BETWEEN FRENCH BLOOD TRANSFUSION ESTABLISHMENT AND HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS

TRANSFUSION ACT COMMISSION

PLASMAS SD QUESTION